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In the field of large power transmission gear units for heavy

machine industry, the following two development trends have
been highly influential: use of case hardened gears and a
branching of the power flow through two or more ways. The
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:Fig. 1 a) Contact of two tooth flanks. pl. p2 - radii of curvature at the contact point of unloaded flanks;
Fn- tooth normal force. 25= flattening width under load;
dH ~ maximum Hertzian contact stress at the tooth flank surface.

b) Dependence of equivalent stress dv on the depth x, module = 25 mm.
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maximum possible torque of large gear units is limited by
the machine capacity since the gear cutting machines can only
manufacture gear wheels up to a maximum diameter. The
highest possible output torque of gear units with case
hardened gears and power branching is about ten times higher
than conventional gear units with through hardened gears
and without power branching.

The advantages of case hardened gears lie in Itheir higher
tooth flank load carrying capacity. The variation in the sub-
surface strength matches ideally the sub-surface stre s
distribution. By optimising the gear geometry to balance the
flank capacity to the root strength, the torque carrying
capacity of case hardened gears can be four 'times higher than
that of through hardened gears having the same diameter.

Power branching leads to .3 further increase in the torque
carrying capacity, Such gear units have one input and one
output shaft, Within the gear unit, the power at the gear ,of
the input shaft is branched out and flows together at the out-
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put shaft. To achieve equal power distribution in each branch
special design featuresare requjred.

Firstl.y, the advantages of case hardened gears are shown ..
Then, the dependence of output torque on the gear unit size
and weight i;demonstrated. Also the efficiency of different
power branching gear stages and simple gear stages are com-
pared with one another. Lastly, the design of three la,fge gear
units, as given below, are presented:

• Rolling Mill gear unit with two way power distribution
• Tube Mill central gear unit withthree and six way power

distribution
• Planetary gear unit for ball m:iD drive with three way

power distribution.

GeM Materials
The load capacity oJ gear teeth increases with a decrease

in diametral pitch, i.e. decrease in number of teeth. The tooth
flank load capacity is the decisive parameter for the dimen-
sioning of a gear pair that has a minimum number of pinion
teeth without underc-utting.

The loading of a tooth flank along the common line of con-
tact is calculated as the pressure load between two cylinders
with contact lines haVing the same lengths and radii of cur-
vature as the unloaded tooth flanks. The load on the tooth
flanks is obtained approximately from the maximum Hert-
zian contact stress assuming that the materia] properties aile
the same ..

The Hertzian contact stress alone, does not determine the
load conliguration. In the contact zone an elasto-
hydrodynamic oil HIm pressure is developed, dependant on
the roiling velocity, which varies from that of the Hertzian
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surface stress distribution. The tooth flanks slide and r,oUon
one another and as a result a frictional force in the tangen-
tial direction is created. In addition, there exist residual
stresses on and below the tooth flank surface. However, the
maximum effective Hertzian contact stress has proved to be
a useful theoretical criterium.

Stresses below the surface of tooth flanks, with due con-
sideration to the above mentioned influences, can be com-
puted. (1.2). They can. be treated as an equivalent stress ac-
cording to maximum distortion energy theory. Fig..1 shows
the relation between calculated equivalent stress at the inner
single contact p<>int of pinion and the depth ·x~ from. "the tooth
surface. The maximum equivalent stressu vmax ::::::0.56 a R
lies apprcximatelya] a depth x R: 0.68 s whereby (f H is the
maximum Hertzian contact stress and 2 sthe flattening width.

A sub-surface fatigue strength distribution that has a form
closely matching that of the stress distribution below the sur-
face, is obtained with gears of case hardening steel. of low
carbon content. Bycar:burizing the tooth surface and harden-
ing, a hardened case of martensite is obtained while the core
of the tooth remains soft and ductile. Correct heat treatment
and a proper depth of hardness increases the root fatigue
strength ..Finally, grindin-& the tooth flanks gives a good tooth
quality. There will be no strength reducing notch effect when
g:rindingthe tooth root, if the teeth or the gears are
protuberance-hobbed before carburizing and hardening. Cll

F~g. 2 shows the Vicker.s hardness, curve and the related
fatigue strength 11 :sch for repeated load cydesbelow the tooth
surface ofa gear manufactured from 1'7CrNiMo 6 steel. Due
to the hardened casing the equivalent stress at any depth "x."
is less than the fatigue strength for repeated (non-alternating)
loads i.e, 11 v < IT sch-
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Fig. Z a) Cross section through a tooth of case hardened gear, schematic
bl 'Dependence of Vickers-hardness HV (measured). d sch ... endurance strength under repeated load and dv ... equivalent stress. at the depth x for a
case hardened gear from 17 CrNiMo 6, module - 25 mm.
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Gear units with case hardened and ground gears from case-
hardening steel have the fallawing advantages ever gear units
with heat treated steel and manufactured by cuttingtools:

.• more compact in size and lighter in wei.ght thus reducing
manufacturing costs

• higher wear-resistance and a lower susceptibility to shock
• higher operating reliabil'ity through higher and more bal-

anced capacity of the tooth root and the tooth flank
• lower rolling velocities and a lower tooth meshing

frequency
,. lower internal dynamic additional forces and a reduced

noise level due to better tooth quality
• increased efficienc:yat part and full load operating

conditions.

Case hardening and grind:ing ,of tooth flanks to increase
the tooth flank capacity of gears has proved its usefulness.
and has been successfully applied Eor several decades on small
gears in Automobile lndustriesand for the last years on large
gears far mdustrialgear units ..Camputation according to DIN

3990 or ISO I DP 3663,. based on the experimentaID and
theoretical investigations of isa safe method, pre-calculation
of the capacity of case hardened gears.

Size, Weight Lnd Efficiency
.Fig.. 3 shows schematically, gear units with and without

power branching. The diameter ratio of th gears corresponds
't.o an. overall transmission ratio of 7. Shafts 1 and 2 are respee-
Hv.el.ythe high and low speed shafts ..The gear units A, Band
C have parallel shafts and gear units D, E,. F and G coaxial
shafts.

Gear units A and B, respectively. are a single stage and
a. two stage unit. Neither has power branching.

Gear units C. D. E, F and G all have twa stages and power
branching. The gears on the intermediate shaft of the gear
uni.ts C and D have d:iHerent diameters .• however, the in-
termediate gears on one intermediate shaft ,of E, f and G have
been reduced to a single gear, hence, the latter are treated
as single stage units.

Gear unit C has two way power branching. Equal power
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Fig. 4 - Dependence of relative (to size) torque of gear units according to
Fig. 3 on the transmission ratio i. T2 ... torque of shah 2 in Nm: D ,- design
length or diameter in m; BL = load value in N I mm2

distribution is achieved by the herringbone gears of the high
speed stage and the axial positioning of shaft 1.

In the case of gear unit D,. the power of the high speed
stage isequaJly distributed 'to three intermediate gears by the
radial positioning of the small central gear on shaft 1. The
power in the low speed stage is equally distributed through
the three herringbone gears by the axial positioning of the
three intermediate shafts.

To achieve equal power distribution on the three in-
termediate gears in the case of E, F and G, the small central
gear on the shaft 1 of large units should be radially
positionable.

The large outer gear is an internal gear and is connected
to shaft 2, in the case of E,and to the gear unit casing in
the case or F and G respectively, Gear units F and G both
have the planet carrier and shaft 2 forming one unit.

The intermediate gears rotate about the central axis as
planets. Herringbone gears and axial positioning of the in-
termediate gears give an equal power distribution through
six branches in the case of gear unit G.

Power branching influences the size and weight ofa gear
unit. Figs. 4 and 5 show these relationships as CIt. function of
the total transmission ratio

ru
ru (1)

nl and n2 aee the rotational speeds of shafts 1 and 2
respectively.
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Fig. S-Dependence o] relative (to weight) torque ·of gear units according
to Fig. 3 on the transmission ratio i. Tz ~ torque of shaft 2 in Nm; G -
gear unit weight in kg; BL - load value in N I mm2

Figs. 4 and 5 have plotted T21 D3BL and T 21 GBL against
the transmission ratio iwhereby Tz = torque of low speed
shaft 2, D = gear unit size, G = gear unit weight and BL
= load value. BL is calculated .fromthe following
'equation. (4)

(2)
with Fu = tangenital force, d = diameter of pinion and b
= Iacewidth.

Equation (3) gives the allowable load value BC
approximately.

BL* fw B__ 0

KA

KA is the application factor and fw is the load factor. With
repeated load on the gears fw ... 1and with alternating load
fw = 0.7.

Gear units E, F and G have intermediate gears with an alter-
nating load. For gear units dimensioned for an infinite fatigue
lile the val ue of Bo is approximately 4 .. .. . 5 N 1mm2 for
case hardened gears and 1 ... 1.3 N I mmz for through
hardened gears. Gear size D and gear weight G can be ap-
proximately determined for known values ,of torque TZ with
the help of Figs. 4 and 5 and equations (2) and (3).

The gear weight G includes the weight of solid gears, shafts



and case. The gear case forms shown schematically in Fig.
3, wall thicknesses = 0.02 D and the density of steel are the
basis for the weight calculation,

Gear units G and F have the largest relative torques for
low transmission ratios and, therefore, are preferred. A
transmission ratio limit of i ~8 is obtained with tw= 0.7
for gear units 'Gand F.

The relative torque of units G and F can be favourable even
for higher 'transmission ratios when two gear units are con-
nected in series. For example,two F ty~ gear units having
transmission ratios i1 = i2 = 4a:nd are connected in series.
The total transmission ratio is i = h • h = 16. The total
weight of these two units is about 1.8 times less than a single
D type gear unit with i = 16.

Fig. 6 shows 'the relation between the efficiency n of gear
units according to Fig. 3, and the transmission ratio iaccord-
ing to equation (1). Only gear tooth meshing losses are con-
sidered since this [ass is significantly larger than all the other
losses for gear units under full loading.

!For the one stage gear unit, A the effiCiency corresponds
to the efficiency n z of one gear mesh:ing,i.e.

n = nz. (4)
But in the case ,of B, C, D and E the total efficiency is the
product of the slow and high speed stage efficiencies, Le,

n = nzl nzl. (5)

Gear units F and G transmit part of the power directly
without any loss. Here, the efficiency with shaft 1 35 the in-
put shaft is

n =~ {1 + (i - 1) nzl nz2}. (6)
1

The tooth meshing iffficiency nz of a gear pair i.sobtained
from the following equation

nz = 1- fz JI. z- (7)

The geometrical factor fz is calculated(S) from equation (8)
with the numbers of teeth 'Zl and Zz respectively of pinion
1 and gear 2

(.8)

Z2 is negative fol' internal. gears ..The values for El and E2
are given bypartial transverse contact ratios (;1 and f2 of
pinion 1and gear 2 respectively,

E 1,2 ,= 0.5 - ,fI,l + ,e 1,2 for 0 <: fl,2 <:: 1 (9)

E 1.2= €1,2 - 0.5 (10)

E 1,2 = 0.5 - fl,2 (11)

The equations (9)1 to (11) derived for spur gearing in(6'are
also approximately valid fer helical gearing.

It is assumed that the tooth flank 'coefficient of frictioniUz
= 0.06 for all the tooth meashings of the gear units in !Fig.
3. Internal gears enhance the formation of a good elastohy-

drodynamic oil film due to the complementary profiles of
the meshing flanks.

However, the sliding properties of internal gearings are
poorer due to higher tooth flank roughness and, thus, the
assumption of the same' coefficient of friction Eor external and
internal gearing approximately holds good. The gearing
geometry for Fig. 6 is according to DIN 3960 for gears hav-
Lng no addendum modification and number of teeth of the
pinionzl== 17 for all the gear meshings.

Gear unit A with a single stage has the best efficiency, see
Fig. 6. Since there are two gear meshings in gear units B, C,
D, E, F and G, the ef.fi.ciency curves lie below that of case
A.. In. the case of gear units E, F and G, the internal. gear pro-
vides a faveurable geometrical factor fz, thua abetter ,effi-
ciencycompared to gear units B, C and D which have only
external gearings. The power eomponen! transmitted without
1.055 for gear units F and G gives a further improvement in
efficiency.

Planetary gear units F and G, in view of their size, weight
and efficiency, are the most favourablechoice. Considering
the high manufacturing cost 'to obtain at good tooth surla.ce
finish on internal gears, planetary gear units have a reduced
advantage over gear units with power bral1ching and exter-
nal gears only,

Design .of Large Gear Unns
Three laxge gear uni~s with power bz;~nching, which have

proved to be useful in practice, are dealt with here. The roil-
ing mill drive shown in Fig. 7 has a. two way power branch
similar to gear unit C of Fig. 3. It has four stages to attain
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Fig. Ii- Dependence of effkiem;y '1 on the transmission ratio i Iforgear unlt
according to Fig. 3.
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fig. 7-Rolling mill gear unit with two way power branching (see scheme in Fig. B). Power P = 1350 kW; shaft speeds nl = 980 min-I. n2 = 24.5 rnin-'.
Total weight including flange disk G = 82 t. (Flender-Kienast-Conception)

the high transmission ratio, whereby, the second stage is a
bevel gear stage as the output shaft is in the vertical posi-
tion. Fig. 8 shows the gearing system.

The input shaft 1 is connected to an axially free hollow
shaft 2 via an axially moveable coupling made of steel
lamellas ..Herringbone gear 4, on the hollow shaft, branches
the power equally due to its axial positioning. Bevel gears
5 and 6, with cyclo-palloid-spiral teeth and longitudinally
crowned flanks, are case hardened and are cut after heat treat-
ment "HighPower Gear-teeth" (HPG), The power is transmit-
ted onward to the output shaft via the helical gears 7, 8, 9
and 10. All the helical gears are case hardened, and the tooth
flanks are ground. A stub shaft, with coupling teeth at the
shaft end,connects the output gear with the flange disk,
shown in Fig. 7.

Hydrostatically lubricated axial sliding bearings with tiliting
segments carry the large forces from the millingoperation
and the weight of the output shaft, flange disk and mill pan
(not shown) and transmits the same to a. strongly designed
gear case. Each sliding bearing segment has a temperature
feeler gauge to monitor bearing load. No inspection during
operation is necessary due to an adequate oil. supply.

Fig. 9 shows the central gear unit of a tube mill. The gear
unit has, in the first stage, no power branching and has two
input shafts. One of the two input shafts serves as an aux-
iliary drive, and is driven at a greatly reduced speed via an
overrunning dutch and auxiliary gear unit (not shown).
When the main input shaft is driving ata higher speed, the
auxiliary drive will be disengaged due to the overrunning

40 Gear Technology

dutch. Both the main stages of the gear unit in Fig. 9 distribute
the power similar to gear unit D in Fig. 3. The first.main stage
with spur gearing branches the power three ways. Equal
power branching is achieved by the radial. positioning of a
central pinion on a shaft designed for elastic deflection. The
second main stage, with the herringbone gear, branches out
the power six times. Theeccentric intermediate shaft has axi-
al freedom ensuring theirequal loading.

The large intermediate gears belonging to the first main
stage are mounted onto the intermediate shaft by oil hydraulic
shrink fitting. Thus, an exact alignment of the gearing of the

4

2

3

Fig. 8 - Gearing scheme of rolling mill gear drive shown in Fig. 7. 1 =itnput
shaft; 2 = hollow shaft; 3 = steel lamella disk coupling; 4 ~ herringbone
gear; 5, 6 = bevel gear pair; 7, 8. 9 = spur gears; 10 = gear on output shaft
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two main stages during assembly is possible .requiring only
a small radial displacement ofthe central pinjon of the first
main stage. Measurements have shown that the radiall
displa.cement is not more than 0.2 m:m and the variation oJ
torque distribution is 4% maximum.(7)

All the gears ,of the gear unit,. shown in Fig. 9', are case
hardened and ground. It is worth noting that the resultant
radlal forces on !theoutput shaft are theoretically non-existant.
thus, the output :shaft hasr;ela'tively smaJl roller bearings.

A lwo--stage planetary geM unit fur a ball mill drive is
shown in !Fig.lO.Each stage has spur gearing and three way
power branching and correspends to the gear unit IFof FJ.8.
3 with the intema), gear fixed to the gear case.

A uniform force distribution on the three planet gears is
a.chieved by the free pivoting (lonfiguration of the central pin-
ionoE each or the two planet stages. The sun, gear centers
itself in such a way that the three radial meshing forces of
the planets are equal, thus. ensurin-& an equal 'transmission
of the tangentia~ forces.,

'IJ '...
.'I'!!Rliill!l!iiill _

/-

/

Due to the equilibrium conditions, Ithe three meshing points
oJ the planet gears with thearLnuJ:us also have lequal tan-8enm

tial and centering fcrces, The sun gear which is ccentelledby
the planet wheel teeth hasradial freedom due to the bac:klash
of the teeth and the double jointed clutch in each stag! . The
ring gears of both the stages are 0.£ quenched and 'tempered
steel. They are hobbed or eceandseess relieved after ,the
f· all ......::.. : ....m- mauww'6 pr~cess.

'Summary
Gear units, with case hardened gears and in~erna1 power

branching, are relativel.y small. in size and weight. This type
is particularly suited for large gear units to Itransmit high
powers. Case hardened and ground gears. due to their higher
flank wear resistance and strength, giv'e a higher ~oad carry-
ing capadty than through hardened gears. The strength
characteristic below the tooth flank surfaceofa case hMdened.
gear matches weU with the stress characteristic.

(cof1hf1uedorl page 48)
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fig. 10'- Two stage planetary gear will for ball mill drive with 'three wily power brallching pel" stage. TrlLnsmission power P
- 4050 kW: shaft speeds n1 - 485 min_I; n2 - 13.8 min~l; gear unit weight G - 72 t

High Power Taansmissices
(Continued from page 41)

A comparison of size and weight relative to output torque
shows that among the power branching gear units planetary
gear units are favouraMe and better especially for smaller
transmission ratios of single planet stages. The relative tor-
que decreases with increasing transmission ratio. For
transmission ratios above i= B the power branching gear
units having: external gearing only are preferred. Their relative
~orque decreases at a lower rate with increasing transmission
ratio, However, 'two or more planetary gears, coupled one
after another, may still be more advantageous for higher
transmission ratios above i ,= IS.

The efficiency of planetary gear units is comparatively bet-
ter than that of other power branching gear units. However,
for higher transmission ratios, one must couple more
planetary gear units ORe after another and Lhis, advantage may
be lost.
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